In the Self-Existing Moon, we define the form of our service and ask ourselves: What form will my
service take?
Last moon we completed the final lunar eclipse of the tetrad that concluded in the third year of the new
beam cycle. As this new beam vibration quickens on our planet, the unconscious is brought to the
surface. This unconscious, polarized energy on our planet is largely due to the "time wars."
The time war on Earth is due to a low frequency (12:60) beam directed toward our planet that
inseminates our electromagnetic mind field with artificial time. This low frequency time beam hits Earth's
ionosphere releasing a shower of time release projections meant to consign us to the belief that the
third dimension is the only dimension. Everything outside of this artificial perceptual matrix is deemed a
"conspiracy theory."
Consider that the daily life and thoughts of the masses is governed by this artificial beam also known as
the theft of time.
The conscious and intelligent manipulation of the organized habits and opinions of the masses is an
important element in democratic society. Those who manipulate this unseen mechanism of society
constitute an invisible government which is the true ruling power of our country ... We are governed, our
minds are molded, our tastes formed, our ideas suggested, largely by men we have never heard of ... In
almost every act of our daily lives, whether in the sphere of politics or business, in our social conduct or
our ethical thinking, we are dominated by this relatively small number of persons ... who understand the
mental processes and social patterns of the masses. It is they who pull the wires which control the
public mind.
-Edward Bernays, Propaganda
In this Moon we are called to bring new consciousness into physical form, knowing that we are the
biosphere's most evolved agent of self-reflective intelligence, and the one most greatly affecting its
future evolutionary condition.
Denying the innate cyclic regenerative power of time, exploiting the resources of the biosphere only for
the creation of a massive slave population controlled by the profit-making interests of a few, whose net
biosphere result is the creation of greater amounts of non-consumable waste every day, while trapped
in sectarian dilemmas, conflicts and wars of every kind, the consequence and error of the crime in time
are all pervasive.
–Jose Arguelles, Manifesto for the Noosphere

Wavespells of the year White Planetary Wizard
The wavespell of the year, the Red Magnetic Serpent kin 105, is the 9 wavespell of the Tzolkin and in the
Blue Castle of Burning, Court of Death and represents the power of Life Force, the action of survival and the
essence of instinct

The magnetic red serpent represents the purpose of the year . As far as Aura-Soma is concerned we will
connect to the Equilibrium 105: Archangel Azreal and the possibility to recognize and connect to the
Goddess within once we have healed the coral issues of repressed and abused sexuality that on the time
line goes back to Maldek.
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The serpent is the fifth solar seal and relates to B5 the Sunrise/Sunset Bottle, the 5 of the Major Arcana in
th
the Tarots: The Hierophant and the 5 of the 20 Archetypes of the Galactic Tree of Life: The Initiate.

The Hierophant Detached and controlled. Intellectual leadership. A representative of spiritual values. The
ability to carry on to chosen goals despite distractions.

The Initiate: I am the Serpent Initiate of Wisdom – Red Serpent. I am the First
Gate of Power: Power of Sex. Sex is the beginning of knowledge. The
Serpent Initiate of Wisdom is the first to be initiated by the Primal
Force Galactatron. By this initiation she gains the power to initiate and
empower others in the timeless serpent wisdom that spans the world
systems. The Serpent Initiate of Wisdom is the most ancient one; she is the
possessor of all the hidden doctrines and mind treasures stored around the planet.
In relation to the wavespells that followed the Closing of the Cycle and the 16 years of the Cube of the Law
(1996-1997- 2012-2013) this is the 19 and relates to the Blue Electric Eagle, in the Central Green Castle of
Enchantement, Court of Matrix, that synchronizes the human. Represents the power of Vision, the action of
Creativity and the essence of Mind.

As far as Aura-Soma is concerned we will connect to the Equilibrium 15: the Service in the New Aeon Bottle
and Bottle 1, the Physical Rescue. It will be the possibility to bring Clarity and Healing to the shadow that lies
in the unconscious and to our thought forms and beliefs. It is the 15 of the Major Arcana in the Tarots: The
Devil and the 15 galactic Archetype: the Seer.
.

The Devil: A choice of direction. The beginning of understanding. Out of ignorance comes wisdom, out of
darkness comes light. An opportunity to break free of self-imposed restrictions. " Things are not what they
seem".

I am The Seer – Blue Eagle. I am the Fourth Source of Power: Power
of Vision is the Creative Storehouse of Intelligence. The Seer is the
second to receive the Innocent’s empowerment of cosmic awareness.
Through this empowerment, the creative mind of the seer opens to all
the dimensions of time throughout the universe
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4 Moon of the year White Planetary Wizard
In relation to the service wavespell of the year, that of the Red Magnetic Serpent, attracting the power of Life
Force, and to the wavespell of the Blue Magnetic Eagle, attracting the power of Vision, this Fourth Moon
relates to the fourth step of the wavespells and their giving form to the purpose, the Yellow Self-existing
Star, kin108, and the White Self-existing Mirror, kin 238
We can give form to Art, Beauty and Elegance, connecting to our vitale force, and at the same time ground
our meditation and be the reflection of a cosmic order and attract the vision we need. We will be supported in
this task by the playfulness of the Monkey and the nurturing force of the Dragon. The memory- instintual
circuit of the planets Neptune- Venus will be activated. In Aura-Soma these codes relate to Equilibrium 108,
Archangel Geremiel, that connects to the Archetype of the Artist, and through the letting go of the bitterness
flow in synchronicity with the heart, and Equilibrium 18, the Egyptian Bottle 1, the Outward Path of the Moon
in the Tarots and the Jogi/Jogini in the 20 Galactic Archetypes.

108=18/96-15/93-12/90-9/87-15/93
B108
MID TONE TURQUOISE/MID TONE OLIVE
Archangel Jeremiel
Letting go of the past brings changes of perspective so that I may communicate through a loving and truthful heart.
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The Star relates to the 8 solar seal and to B8 as well

Kin 8: Yellow Star: Beauty, Art, Elegance. Archetype: the Artist, Keeper of Beauty, Master
Builder
B8: Anubis. The communication of knowledge, the joy of peace and the lightness of being.
“In this moment, here and now, I am open for the possibility of change”.
Tarot Card: Justice. Discrimination instead of Judgment. Discrimination and trust. The
secret lies in the heart-the point of balance. Wisdom with direction. For every action there
is an opposite re-action. Be true to yourself
The Heart can be as light as a feather when we make of our life a work of art and when we
communicate with joy our truth. The beauty of truth and the truth of beauty.
Art is the beginning of Love. The Artist reveals the beauty and elegance of creation. Every
act of art, elegance and beauty is an act of love. To live life as the ritual we are looking for
with a light heart

Kin 18: White Mirror: Reflect, Order, Endlessness. Archetype: Yogi/Yogini, The
Meditation Master, Holder of Transcendent Wisdom. Cosmic meditation is Hunab Ku’s
power of knowledge
B18: The Egyptian Bottle 1, Refining the knowledge that we may undestand wht we are
here and what we are for. “ The more I let go of fear, the more I sense the freedom of
transformation”.
Tarot Card: The Moon. Intuition. Illusion. The unconscious. Trust in the feelings.
Remember that all situations have two sides, one apparent, one hidden.
As the moon reflects the light of the sun so the mirror reflects what is eternal. We are at the
point of a turning tide, becoming more whole and in touch with the purpose of our
existence and the more we meditate the more we get a reflection of cosmic order. We can
see also our emotional cycles reflected and if we don’t identify with them there is a
possibility that we overcome our thinking and come to a greater sense of joy.
Through meditation our mind can become a mirror of the universal mind and let go of the
patterns of spiritual power. Practice alone brings knowledge and wisdom. Like in the pastPiscean Era, Priesthoon held the keys to the doors of our being, the Yogi/Yogini holds the
key to mirror universes (8:13)

